
Yello Dog introduces Magna-Pet, a line of pet collars utilizing the magnet technology 
that humans have employed for years. Using a yarn that has the magnet properties in 
its pet webbing, Yellow Dog has manufactured collars that promote increased blood 

�ow and provie anti in�ammatory bene�ts for your pet.

Areas that the magnet technology may prove bene�cial are as follows;

Generates Endorphins 
Reduces Swelling

May Relieve Pain in Joints
May aid in the treatment of Arthritis

Increases Blood Flow
Reduces In�ammation

These collars are o�ered in sizes Extra-Small, Small, Medium, and Large. The fabric 
that has the magnet technology sits next to the pet so they get the most bene�ts they 

can from the technology. Fashionable ribbon prints are sewn onto the fabric so not 
only does the pet get all the health bene�ts, they are very fashionable with over 

25 di�erent designs. All manufactured in the U.S.A.!
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Yellow Dog Design introduces a new patented product called Tag-A-Long. It is a built-in
Tag Holder in each and every collar we produce. It eliminates the need to put your 

pet tag on the D-Ring, which is intended for attaching a leash. This tag holder is built-in
to the buckle so it is not only very sturdy, but it is out of the way. The pet does not 

have something hanging down from the collar’s D-Ring and then a pet tag hanging from
that-much more e�cient and neater. Nothing for the pet to have issues with such as
getting it caught on something. Moving your pet’s tag from one collar to another is

as simple as sliding the Tag-A-Long o� one and slipping it on the other.

All of Yellow Dog’s collars will have this biult in feature starting in 2016. For the balance
of 2015 the customer will have the option of whether or not they want this built- in tag

holder at no extra charge to the customer.
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